Smart Trading for SMB

A lightweight data integration and visualization solution for small- to mid-sized payers.

Approach

Proactive has taken the place of reactive. At the foundation of every post-reform healthcare initiative is the need to connect partners and exchange data. Now more than ever before, growing health plans need nimble, efficient data integration, visualization capabilities, and error reduction to achieve those goals. With Smart Trading for SMB from Edifecs, small- to mid-size payers can now quickly implement a cost-effective integration solution that delivers interoperability, data visualization, as well as data quality.

Achieve the following value with Smart Trading for SMB:

**Cost Reduction:**
- Out-of-the-box rules to comply with WEDI SNIP1-6 and CAQH CORE operating rules
- Improved data quality and compliance assurance
- Easily connect to all partners and collect every type of data to automate processes and reduce costs
- Orchestrate all batch and real-time processing through a unified channel

**Improved Service:**
- Upfront error notifications to partners detailing data that was accepted or rejected and why
- Increased auto-adjudication rates and reduce pends with up-front code checks and claim clinical edits
- Easily view trends such as claim submission types, eligibility inquiries, and error analysis by transaction type and partner in order to discover opportunities for improvement
Smart Trading for SMB Components

**XEngine Server**

The market leader in transaction-processing, XEngine Server ensures compliance by validating clinical and administrative transactions for syntax, semantics and custom business rules. XEngine Server provides more than 20 connectors to integrate any protocol or application, and its powerful orchestration capabilities can quickly address integration challenges.

Data quality is ensured by catching bad claims at the time they are submitted, avoiding garbage data and rework on the backend during data submission. Data patterns are also analyzed in order to identify opportunities for improvement.

XEngine Server delivers the following value:
- Achieve high-speed, high-quality interoperability by integrating clinical and administrative data into a unified front-end system.
- Protect back-end systems from erroneous data while ensuring compliance with mandates, state regulations, and enterprise guidelines.
- Automate message processing and routing rules to reliably deliver clean data. Orchestration including splitting, routing, aggregation, and balancing.
- Higher quality data in the front-end pre-processing stage.
- Validations including SNIP Levels and relax errors.
- Generate appropriate acknowledgments (999, TA1)

**SpecBuilder**

Edifecs SpecBuilder is an integrated and easy-to-use design-time toolkit that simplifies and accelerates authoring, testing and publishing specifications, and processing maps for all types of transaction processing.

Healthcare organizations can ensure compliance with mandates, regulations, and publish companion guides, as well as simplify trading partner integration and enhance operational efficiency.

SpecBuilder delivers the following value:
- Reduce the time to define message specifications using point-and-click tools and libraries of pre-built components.
- Reduce costs by validating data elements, translating code sets and ensuring data quality before submission to enterprise applications.
- Rapidly build communities, accelerate onboarding and improve partner satisfaction.

**XEngine Server Manager with Visualizer Dashboards & Tracking**

Edifecs XEngine Server Manager offers features and benefits that enable IT staff to monitor and control a group of XEngine Servers, respond to issues quickly and efficiently, and get alerts and notification before things go wrong.

XEngine Server Manager also provides Visualizer Dashboards which presents complex healthcare data in user friendly graphs, maps, charts, and tables. This powerful analytical tool works with raw EDI or HiPAA data and has the ability to search and filter data without any complex and expensive ETL/Database tools.

Visualizer Tracking tracks inbound files' content at the business level, tracks outbound files including acknowledgment responses, correlates inbound and outbound files, and offers search and filtering functionality.

Visualizer Dashboards & Tracking delivers the following functionality:
- Analysis to identify data quality patterns so intervention can be initiated.
- Insight into common EDI errors such as rejection rates, errors, and claims aging.
- Summary information to effectively manage transaction flow and trading partner relationships.
- Rejection rate trends.
- Submission summary dashboards summarize key indicators for claims, payments, enrollment, eligibility and other transactions.